We make explicit the equations of any projective PGL 2 (C)-variety defined by quadrics. We study their zero-locus and their relationship with the geometry of the Veronese curve.
Introduction.
Due to the progress of mathematical computer systems, like Maple, Macaulay2, Singular, Bertini and others, it is important to know explicitly the equations defining some known varieties. In this paper, we address this task for projective varieties stable under PGL 2 (C), the simplest of the simple Lie groups. In fact, we give all the quadratic equations of any projective variety stable under PGL 2 (C). We restrict ourselves to varieties inside PS r (C 2 ), where r is a natural number. Let r ≥ 2 be a natural number. Recall from [1] that the sl 2 (C)-module S r (C 2 ) is simple, that S r (C 2 ) S r (C 2 ) ∨ and that the decomposition of S 2 (S r (C 2 )) into simple submodules is given by S 2 (S r (C 2 )) = m≥0 S 2r−4m (C 2 ).
In this article, we investigate varieties M m ⊆ P r = PS r (C 2 ) generated in degree two by S 2r−4m (C 2 ) ∨ . Specifically, let f m : S 2 (S r (C 2 )) → S 2r−4m (C 2 ) be the projection and let
If f m = (q 0 , . . . , q 2r−4m ), then the generators of the ideal of M m are given by q 0 , . . . , q 2r−4m S 2r−4m (C 2 ) ∨ .
In the first section we study the equations defining M m . In the second section we give a bound for the dimension of the variety M m . It is unknown if it is irreducible. Any PGL 2 (C)-variety X defined by quadrics is of the form
Then the knowledge of the quadratic equations of M m gives the explicit quadratic equations defining X. Also, the bound on the dimension of M m gives a bound on the dimension of X. Experiments and new theorems: at the beginning of the first section, we found recursive equations that define the quadrics containing the varieties M m . We used a mathematical software (Maple) to compute the coefficients of theses quadrics. All the observations made were proven in Theorem 4, Proposition 5 and Lemma 7. We give a close formula for these coefficients.
Using the quadratic equations of the first section, we computed with another mathematical software (Macaulay2) the dimensions and the degrees of M m . We proved in Proposition 8, Proposition 10, Example 11, Theorem 12 and Theorem 13 some patterns that emerge from computations.
Quadrics defining
Let us fix a natural number r and a projection f m :
. For simplicity, let us denote f = f m . Let n = 2r − 4m be a fixed even number.
Consider the following basis in sl 2 (C):
Let x 0 ∈ S r (C 2 ) and w 0 ∈ S n (C 2 ) be maximal weight vectors. The action of Y ∈ sl 2 (C) on these vectors, generates bases {x 0 , . . . , x r } of S r (C 2 ) and {w 0 , . . . , w n } of S n (C 2 ). Specifically,
Using these bases, f = n 0 q k w k , where {q k } n k=0 are the quadratic equations of M m . Given that f is sl 2 (C)-linear, we have the following relations:
Note that all the forms depend recursively on q n . In particular, if q n = 0, the rest of the forms q k are zero. Doing the same computation with X instead of Y, we get a similar recursion:
In these equations all the forms depend on q 0 . With H we get conditions on each quadratic form,
Note that if n − 2r 2k − 2i − 2 j, then q k (x i x j ) = 0. Saying thin in a different way, q k (x i x j ) = 0 except maybe for j = 2m + k − i. Corollary 1. Let r, n, {x 0 , . . . , x r } and {w 0 , . . . , w n } be as before and let q 0 be an arbitrary bilinear form on S r (C 2 ) such that:
Then there exists a unique
such that its component over w 0 is q 0 . Even more, f is symmetric if and only if q 0 is symmetric.
Assume we have defined q k and let us define q k+1 using the recursive formula,
Note that q k+1 is symmetric if and only if q 0 is symmetric. Let f = q 0 w 0 + . . . + q n w n . By construction it is a sl 2 (C)-morphism and it is unique.
Corollary 2. A quadratic form q 0 that extends to an sl
where λ is a complex number. In particular, if λ ∈ Q, all the coefficients of q 0 are rational. This
Proof. Let us analyze in more detail the hypothesis on the quadratic form q 0 given in the previous corollary. The first condition,
implies that q 0 depends only on the values q 0 (x 0 x j ). This is because, given q 0 (x 0 x j ) for every 0 ≤ j ≤ r, we may define
Thus, if we have defined up to q 0 (x i x j ) for some 0 < i < r, we have
Let us discuss now the second hypothesis of the previous corollary,
Given that n = 2r − 4m we have (2r − 2i − 2 j − n) = 0 if and only if i + j = 2m. Then
Let λ = q 0 (x 0 x 2m ) be arbitrary. Then applying the recursion we have
Proof. This fact is well known but in this case we are emphasizing the fact that every morphism depends just on one coefficient λ.
Now that we know exactly the coefficients of the quadratic form q 0 , let us study the other forms, {q 1 , . . . , q n }.
First, we investigate the forms {q 1 , . . . , q n 2 }. Then we prove that q k and q n−k are related
Proof. Recall these identities:
Without loss of generality we may assume r > 2m. When r = 2m (i.e. n = 0) we obtain only q 0 that we already know (Corollary 2). Then
Dividing by k!, the binomial k l simplifies. Finally, making the change of variable s = i − l, we get
By convention, the binomials that do not make sense are zero.
Let us prove now the relationship between the forms q k and q n−k .
Proposition 5. Let k and i be two integers such that
Proof. Recall the three conditions obtained from the fact that f is sl 2 (C)-linear,
Let us make the following change of variables in the second recursion, (2),
Then the recursions are the same. If the initial data of these are equal, a n
Corollary 6. For every
Proof. The matrix assigned to the quadratic form q k has at least 2m + k + 1 nonzero coordinates. They appear in some anti-diagonal (i + j = 2m + k) making nonzero rows linearly independent.
In general, the equality does not hold. For example, if r = 6 and n = 4 (that is, m = 2), then q 2 (x 1 x 5 ) = q 2 (x 5 x 1 ) = 0 making the rank less than or equal to 2 + 4 + 1. In this case, rk(q 0 ) = rk(q 4 ) = 5, rk(q 1 ) = rk(q 3 ) = 6 and rk(q 2 ) = 5 < 7.
Finally, let us give a lemma that we are going to use in the next section.
Lemma 7. Let λ = q 0 (x 0 x 2m ) 0 and let k be such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n/2. Then
Proof. From Theorem 4 we have the formula
And from Proposition 5,
Geometric properties of
In the previous section we computed the equations for M m . Recall that M m ⊆ PS r (C 2 ) is a projective PGL 2 (C)-variety generated in degree two by
In this section we use these equations to compute a bound for the dimension of M m . Let us introduce some new notation. Let
Given that q k is symmetric, we have b Proof. Let us compute the rank of the Jacobian matrix of (a 0 , . . . , a r ) → (q 0 (a 0 , . . . , a r ) , . . . , q n (a 0 , . . . , a r )).
It is a (n + 1) × (r + 1)-matrix. 
Let Z be the hyperplane given by {a r = 0}. From Lemma 7, we know that b k 0 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 2m. Then for every point not in Z, the last r − 2m + 1 rows of the previous matrix are linearly independent making the rank greater that or equal to r − 2m + 1. If m = 0, the rank is r + 1.
Take X an irreducible component of M m . It is also a PGL 2 (C)-variety. Recall that the closure of an orbit must contain orbits of lesser dimension. In particular, X must contain a closed orbit. The unique closed orbit of PGL 2 (C) in PS r (C 2 ) is the orbit of the maximal weight vector, x 0 , [1, Claim 23.52]. Using the equivariant isomorphism S r (C 2 ) S r (C 2 ) ∨ , the vector x r corresponds to the maximal weight vector of PS r (C 2 ) ∨ . Then its orbit is closed in PS r (C 2 ) ∨ . Applying the isomorphism again, we obtain a closed orbit in PS r (C 2 ), hence the orbit of x r is equal to the orbit of x 0 . This implies that the point corresponding to x r , (0 : . . . : 0 : 1) is in X, hence X \ Z is non-empty. Then a generic smooth point of X has dimension less than 2m. 
Let p = (p 0 : . . . : p r ) ∈ P r be a point such that
The Jacobian matrix at p is equal to
Given that b 
